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RESERVES POLICY: FAQ’s 

Why is this document needed and what does it hope to achieve? 

Frequently charities are asked all sorts of questions about their financial reserves and HCS is no exception to this. 

This document is designed to be read alongside the HCS Reserves Policy.  It is informative in that it will help to explain the Society’s Reserves Policy, and will 
answer questions some members of the choir have asked previously about reserves.  

This document lays out those questions, so that new members can understand more, longer standing members can re-fresh their memories and 
additionally, hither to, unasked questions are anticipated and answered.  

Frequently Asked Questions? 

Q1.  What is a reserve? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reserves are that part of a charity’s unrestricted funds that is freely available to spend on any of the charity’s purposes. This definition excludes 
restricted income funds and endowment funds, although holding such funds may influence a charity’s Reserves Policy.  

Reserves will also normally exclude tangible fixed assets such as land, buildings and other assets held for the charity’s use. It also excludes amounts 
designated for essential future spending. Reserves also exclude funds which have particular restrictions on how they can be used. Trustees should 
consider for what purpose restricted funds are held and how they are being used in order to identify those resources that are freely available to 
spend.   
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Q2. Why does HCS need a reserve? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Trustees are aware that there are currently a number of risks associated with the way in which the charity’s income is raised.  The Trustees 
believe that the choir is vulnerable in the following key areas:- 

1. Annual subscriptions are a major income stream. The choir has an ageing membership profile and unless improved steps are 
taken to attract younger members, future income from this source is at risk. 

2. The booking of larger venues to hold concerts presents a large financial outlay. The associated risk of not selling sufficient tickets to cover all 
venue hire and musician costs is high.  

3. There is an increasing financial pressure on the charity to pay higher rehearsal and concert costs to the MD, accompanist and other 
musicians. Having positioned the choir as one of high singing and performance quality then additional costs to retain and attract suitable 
“music professionals”  are to be expected and anticipated. 

4. The Trustees of the choir want to fulfil members’ musical aspirations, and have received  invitations to sing and perform at a variety of 
concerts and locations in UK, Europe and the USA. The funding of such events is expensive and it is not generally possible to expect choir 
members to cover all costs.  

5. In order to off-set these financial risks the Trustees,  as guided by  the Charity Commissioners, recommend that retaining a financial reserve  
would be both a prudent and responsible action to take. 
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Q3. Why does HCS need a written Reserves Policy? 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4. What does the Charity Commission say about reserves? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Charity Commission states that the Reserves Policy should set out clear guidelines as to how much the charity needs to keep in reserves along 
with an explanation as to why these monies are needed.  

The Reserves Policy should also make clear under what circumstances the reserves can be spent. The policy should be reviewed regularly to ensure 
the charity is not keeping too high or too low a level of reserve.  

The Charity Commission requires all charities preparing accruals-based accounts to set out their Reserves Policy in their annual report. The 
regulations also require a charity that does not have a Reserves Policy to state this fact in their annual report. 

 A Reserves Policy explains to existing and potential funders, donors, beneficiaries and other stakeholders why a charity is holding a particular 
amount of reserves. A good Reserves Policy gives confidence to stakeholders that the charity’s finances are being responsibly managed and will also 
provide an indication of future funding needs ensuring the Charity’s overall financial resilience. 
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Q5. What is the difference between restricted and unrestricted reserves? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q6. At what level should HCS reserves be set? 

 

 

 

 

 

Restricted funds are subject to specific trusts, which may be declared by the donor or with their authority or created through legal process, but still 
within the wider objects of the charity. Restricted funds may be restricted income funds, which are spent at the discretion of the Trustees in 
furtherance of some particular aspect of the objects of the charity. 

Unrestricted funds are income or income funds which can be spent at the discretion of the Trustees in furtherance of any of the charity’s aims and 
objects. If part of an unrestricted income fund is earmarked for a particular project it may be designated as a separate fund, but the designation has 
an administrative purpose only, and does not legally restrict the Trustees’ discretion to spend the fund. 

The Charity Commission states that there is no single level, or even a range of, reserves that is right for all charities. Any target set by Trustees for the 
level of reserves to be held should reflect the particular circumstances and identified future needs of the charity. The reserve setting should form an 
integral part of a charity’s financial planning and budget process and this should be reviewed on a regular basis by the Trustees. 

For the current financial year it has been recommended that the Trustees should keep a level of financial reserve which is the equivalent of at least 
18 months of HCS running costs  
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Q7. Under what circumstances are reserves considered excessive? 

 

 

 

 

Q8. What is the downside of holding excessive reserves? 

 

 

 

 

 

Q9. How should excessive reserves be treated? 

 

If the situation arises where a charity’s level of reserves or unspent funds appears to be too high to potential  donors, beneficiaries, HCS friends or 
those approached generally to help with various funding activities, then this can be for one of two reasons:-  

1. The Trustees have not explained fully the reasons why they are keeping reserves. If this is the case, Trustees should review the 
Reserves Policy and ensure that this fully justifies why current levels of reserves are retained. 

2. A charity with excess reserves or unspent funds should consider whether they could be effectively spent on the charity’s 
purposes. If a charity has more resources than it needs to fulfil all of its purposes then the trustees must consider whether the 
purposes of the charity should be amended to enable the charity to operate more effectively. 

3.  
The downside of not having a clearly stated policy is that potential donors may decide that the charity is not a deserving cause. 

The Charity Commission points out that reserves can be viewed as excessive under the circumstances where the charity is having difficulties in using 
the funds set aside.   

The Reserves Policy should lay out clearly the purpose for holding a set level of reserves and an indication of the period of time the reserves are 
designed to cover in the event of income not matching budgeted expectations.  If the reserves exceed this figure then they are likely to be viewed as 
excessive.  
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Q9. How should excessive reserves be treated? 

 

 

Q10. How are HCS reserves invested and protected? 

  

 
HCS reserves are invested in deposit accounts managed by CAF Bank (Charities Aid Foundation)  whose funds are protected by the Financial  Services 
Compensation Scheme,  the UK's deposit guarantee scheme, up to £85,000.   

Excessive reserves should be spent on projects which fall within the HCS Charitable Purpose .  If, the charity is unable to spend at this level, then the 
Trustees need to look at broadening the scope of the purpose in order that it can operate more effectively. 


